Summary: Describes bundling MediaWiki into the electronic resource access strategy to enable custom content that supports online training and course-based information literacy objectives. This article will demonstrate how Florida State University has customized MediaWiki to suit the needs of faculty, students, and librarians.
Introduction
In the summer of 2006 the Florida State University Libraries sought a way to allow librarians to easily create content on the Web for discovery of subject resources and for use in class instruction. The goal was to draw together resources in one place to improve delivery of information services and content to students and faculty as well as for fast reference to this content for colleagues assisting people at the reference desk. The wiki project developed as part of the changing organizational structure in the departments This article will review the organizational structure and the strategies the University Libraries used to implement the wiki platform for creating customized subject guides for domain specific disciplines. The authors will review reasons for selecting MediaWiki, implementation of the project, training, and plans for customization.
Strategies and "best practices" for wiki use will also be discussed.
Literature Review
Wikis are a relatively new type of publishing platform and are just now appearing as tools for teaching and learning in the library literature. Many articles address the basics on how to select a wiki and how to create a wiki. David Lee King and Michael Porter, Doug Achterman, and Emily Tomkin are but a few of the authors who have written about selecting wiki platforms and other Web 2.0 adaptable services for creating new ways to deliver information to the library user.
Librarians are using wikis for multiple purposes: instruction, virtual reference, information desk management, and supplementing the libraries' digital content with Wikipedia entries in online catalogs. Charles Allan and Chad F. Boeninger have both written specifically about using wikis as collaborative tools for instruction and research.
Allan highlights the ways librarians at East Tennessee State University have used a wiki 6 to draw together resources for instruction. Through use of a wiki, librarians collect specifics about assignments and collaborate on subject guides. In online articles and through a number of presentations, Boeninger has outlined the ways in which he developed his Biz Wiki at Ohio University. He highlights the ways he integrated a number of Web 2.0 tools to streamline his work serving over 1,700 students and faculty in the College of Business. He created a virtual space where he could post information requested by specific business classes as well as actively update the library's business information for specific library and course assignments. Boeninger points out the ease of assigning categories to articles and to interlinking articles on wikis as a distinct advantage of using this software.
Rob Wither outlines the advantages of wikis in libraries in his article, "Something Wiki this Way Comes." These include the ability to edit and to complete "immediate corrections or updates of errors" which eliminate bottlenecks if a limited number of personnel create and edit pages. Further, he discusses the ways in which wikis can be used to disseminate information. Wikis are neither confined to a physical location nor do they "require a "gatekeeper" to approve or post information" (777). Wikis also have the advantage of retaining editing history so it can be easily determined who made the last changes. Finally, wikis provide a Web presence for consolidating information, whether it is for the information desk, as at Wither's institution, or to create a cohesive set of subject guides for electronic resources as FSU has accomplished. 
Why MediaWiki?
The decision to use a wiki platform for this outreach initiative came from two larger issues related to the Web presence of the FSU Libraries. and MediaWiki. All of these systems had adequate current development and adopters to make them viable for our project. This list is by no means exhaustive but the time constraints of this project required a fast iterative development; thus, we evaluated tools that we were familiar with at least in terms of system architecture and installation.
In the end this list was reduced to TWiki and MediaWiki, both of which had large enterprise level installations making evaluation of the product easier prior to installation.
MediaWiki won out because of the work that was currently being done to secure it against PHP denial of service attacks and its long-term stable use by the Wikipedia online encyclopedia. The entire Web services team felt that having a database backend based on the open-source relational database MySQL was much preferable to a flat-file system like TWiki and that content could be moved or integrated between MediaWiki and Drupal once we had Drupal set up for granular editing since they both shared a MySQL back end. All involved felt that this would allow for a smooth end-of-life transition or integration for MediaWiki content at some future time.
Creating content
Installation of MediaWiki provided librarians who work with academic departments a new way to facilitate instruction, reference, and collection development and to highlight the electronic collections of the library. This addressed the desire and need for librarians to create content without the bottleneck requirement of using a Web editor for every publishing iteration. Subject resources had been evolving at FSU along with the organizational culture. Paper and electronic guides existed for instruction and reference. Electronic subject guides were maintained by the Web Development Librarian with input from outreach librarians and subject specialists. Guides also needed to migrate to electronic formats to meet end user needs since many users discover and access library resources through commercial Web searches rather than using the library physical or Web facilities or printed content.
The strategy for using a wiki developed during a time when the Web Development Librarian's position was in transition. The librarian had recently left the position and other members of the ERM team were assisting with changes to the library's
Website. This, along with providing a resource for librarians to create their own pages easily and efficiently, resulted in implementing the wiki pages as a coherent set of resources.
The wiki was seen as the easiest way to push content out to end-users and the FSU implementation of MediaWiki used the full set of Web 2.0 tools for this, such as eresource unified name space linking, RSS feeds, and social bookmarking integration with both del.icio.us and ma.gnolia linking. Assisting students and faculty with discovery of electronic resources is one obvious use for the wiki; however, it also allows librarians to highlight print resources held by the libraries. Bibliographies and new book lists are two ways in which librarians integrate print with electronic resources and draw attention to new information holdings. It was important for many of the subject librarians in fields which still rely on print resources for historical research to have an easy way to incorporate these guides into the wiki subject pages. Many of these traditional guides were still in PDF or paper format. In the wiki, guides, whether for print or electronic resources can easily be kept up to date and can be discoverable among both library systems and commercial Web search engines.
Additionally, as Rob Withers states, a wiki "empowers people to track many rapidly changing types of information" (775) and it allows this from a push, not pull, perspective from the library end-user. More importantly, the wiki provides a way for multiple users to create, add to, and update information without the intermediate step of submitting requests to a Web editor.
Disciplines with an interdisciplinary focus may benefit the most from the wiki format. Librarians with knowledge of their departmental courses and research interests can quickly customize pages to fit the changing needs of these areas. Databases, ejournals, and other resources can be listed as well as cross linked for student and faculty research needs.
Creating the wiki pages motivated all librarians involved to find ways for further input into the libraries' main Web presence. The Web Development Librarian asked for input for a "best bets" section for each electronic subject resource page that would be listed at the top of the pages. Further, the lists of databases with descriptions were collapsed to create a more readable page with the option of reviewing a detailed description before selecting a database.
Within the wiki pages many of the teams created tables of contents as a navigation tool. This tool in the wiki allows the librarians to add sections for new guides or courses with specific research needs without extensive editing. Most of the pages include a "services" section with links to the libraries' instant messaging (IM) reference service, links about research consultations for upper classmen and graduate students, and
links to information about instruction and tours. This extends the wiki beyond merely a subject guide and promotes the services of the FSU Libraries in a more holistic way.
One of the ongoing discussions for subject specialists and outreach librarians is what kinds of guides are needed and who will create them. Two approaches have been taken. One is to convert paper and PDF guides to the wiki format. This has been completed by several librarians and the links are then also included in the electronic resource by subject pages and other appropriate sections of the Website. Second, librarians have used the wiki to create guides based on sample reference questions or through face to face or IM research consultations. These guides and resources are just beginning to be created and can be easily added and deleted as assignments change during the semester. The content can be stored electronically, however, for future use, editing, or mashups for new content.
Librarians at FSU are promoting the wiki through individual research consultations and course instruction. The links can be sent through e-mail and, with the addition of chat plugins such as WikiChat, librarians will be able to consult online through the wiki to assist students and faculty with research questions.
Implementation of MediaWiki
The initial implementation of MediaWiki took about one week and included editing the configuration file so that only authenticated users could edit content. (see Appropriate training continues to be one of the greatest and yet most often neglected requirements for the successful implementation of a new technology within an organization. It serves to meet a host of needs, real and perceived, on the part of users and can be the key to empowering users to make the most of new benefits associated with these technologies. Although wikis in general and MediaWiki in particular have become more popular in the past couple of years, it can not be assumed that all library personnel will possess the same level of knowledge and familiarity with wikis.
Training for use of MediaWiki
The ERM specialists developed the training sessions in conjunction with the Web services team and key technology personnel throughout the implementation of MediaWiki. Sessions included instructions on how to login, edit pages, review previous changes, and revert to a previous version of a page. Emphasis was placed on the ability to create quick changes to wiki pages without knowledge of HTML as well as using the possibilities it provided for collaboration with other librarians. The wiki platform provided the ability to easily copy from other content pages, link to related content within the wiki, and combine content from other sections of the wiki.
Prior to scheduling a training session, each librarian was required to have a photo taken and scanned by the Communications Department in the library in order to personalize his or her pages. The photos were part of the overall marketing and implementation strategy for the wiki and for increasing visibility of outreach librarians and subject specialists. The photos along with contact information became one of the defaults on each page. The photos are now being inserted into the main library Website on subject and database lists as links to the wiki pages.
The bulk of the training session, which lasted about an hour, involved illustrating how to create and edit pages. In addition to a brief "Getting Started" guide detailing the basics of logging in and editing pages, the trainer provided a "MediaWiki Cheat Sheet"
which presented examples of some of the most commonly used formatting and content changes (e.g. create a heading or subheading, a list of items, a link to a page outside or inside the wiki). Paper copies were offered during the training sessions and an online version was initially posted to the wiki as part of a special "help" page for librarians. This has since been moved to an internal staff--only page.
Individual and small group sessions provided ample opportunity for questions, discussion, and even collaboration. The basic training sessions concluded with the assignment of a username and password for the wiki so the librarian could continue editing and creating the pages begun during the training session.
Training needs varied depending on experience with wikis and learning styles.
The experience levels and learning styles were most apparent in group sessions which often included both types of users. Experienced librarians preferred learning on their own or using online documentation while novice users placed greater value on paper documentation and hands-on training. Librarians with more experience with wikis often requested online documentation and links to additional resources so they could enhance these sessions with asynchronous learning on their own time and experiment with more advanced features and functionality of the Web.
Less experienced wiki users valued the paper or PDF copies of the training materials. They also often requested follow up sessions for hands-on training with the Web Development Librarian. As the teams began working on pages, it was observed that peer teaching and learning among librarians was also a very effective way of expanding the process; thus, training continued in an informal manner. Librarians consistently commented that using the wiki software was the only way to really become an advanced wiki user.
More advanced training is forthcoming to teach librarians how to fully use the many different features of the MediaWiki platform. This training will focus on many of the plugin modules that can be added to the basic wiki installation, including embedding flash content, Google custom search boxes, and use of RSS feeds into the wiki. Providing librarians with the knowledge to effectively use these features will entail training them in how to use other kinds of Web 2.0 functionality.
Customization of MediaWiki
Initial customization was limited to changing the font and primary logo in order to Figure 4 Initial rollout of MediaWiki at FSU. Notice that the only customization was the logo, the fonts, and the creation of individual "starter" subject pages.
Much of the customization centers on removing the most obvious "wiki-like" features and showcasing the domain--specific content. Since editing the wiki is limited to librarians, it was decided that certain features should be hidden or moved. For example, the "edit," "history," and "discussion" tabs are being removed. The "log-in/create account" link which appears at the top of every page is being moved to the lower right of the screen to make it less noticeable to end-users who are not able to log in or create accounts.
There was also a desire to match the "look and feel" of the main library Website and to meet the FSU identity guidelines which are required for all Websites at FSU. This resulted in the creation of a new MediaWiki template or theme, using the same header, font, and color scheme as the main library Website (See Figure 5) 
Integration with the Library's Website
Perhaps the most challenging aspect of any service--oriented architecture or Web 2.0 implementation, besides its adoption by targeted users, is promoting and marketing it to the public. It was vital to integrate the wiki into the libraries' Web presence, including the main library Website, and a variety of discovery tools, as well as within the FSU SFX implementation.
Incorporating wiki content into the libraries' main Website focused on integration into the database A-Z list section and the E-resources by subject section. Recently, these sections of the library Web have undergone changes including being updated with wiki content as it becomes available; however, incorporating the subject guides into this portion of the Website was relatively easy because both are managed by a MySQL database. Incorporating content from the wikis into these two areas seemed a natural progression since they are both focused on assisting users with finding online resources.
Links between the wiki and the main library Website have been incorporated in three ways. First, links to the related subject area within the wiki were placed at the top of each E-resource by Subject page, along with the photo of the subject and outreach librarians for the area. Second, links to individual research guides within the wiki were also incorporated into the E-Resource by Subject pages using a block of text in the righthand menu. Finally, links to tutorials and help tools within the wiki which focused on a particular resource were placed next to the related resources in the database A-Z list and the E-Resource by Subject sections.
Super pages
As implementation of the wiki proceeded, training staff realized that a set of "best practices" or guidelines were needed. The project began with few rules in order to allow librarians freedom to experiment and that would meet the unique requirements of various academic disciplines. Since experience with creating wikis was varied and the time to do so was limited, librarians began cutting and pasting from the initial wikis which had been created. While this was not a bad way to begin, it did not take full advantage of the flexibility wikis allow for creating fast content.
During the late fall, the Web Development Librarian and the Head of Collection Development devised a concept they termed "super pages" which would serve as a development sandbox where librarians could experiment with new wiki strategies. These pages serve as a demonstration point for all kinds of Web 2.0 media and plugins, and facilitated the development of models that librarians can use to create and update their wiki content. The "super pages" are an attempt to make the tools easily available for librarians to copy and paste into their own sections of the wiki and to encourage more creative use. Librarians quickly became adept at adding content from the "name space" Consistency in layout and navigation are goals for further developing the wiki within the libraries. Furthermore, the librarians at FSU desire to explore ways in which users can contribute to the wiki or make suggestions regarding content. This may involve enabling the "talk" feature in MediaWiki to allow end-users the ability to contribute content to individual pages.
Conclusion
The most striking benefit of implementing MediaWiki for the creation of subject wiki pages is that it has empowered and facilitated librarians in their work. They are now able to create content, easily collaborate with colleagues, and not only determine what they need to post, but also quickly publish that content online and without waiting for anyone else to publish it for them.
MediaWiki and other open source wiki platforms allow libraries to push content out to users, rather than to demand users to continue to come to a physical space for service and resources. This is one more tool we can use to develop new discovery tools for users who seek information online. By branding the wiki the libraries identify themselves as a reliable resource for information that is up to date to meet users various needs.
Implementation can be completed in a short time. Training and planning for further innovations takes more time. Project managers must take into account the various levels of expertise in their organizations and provide the necessary support and training for all levels of users if they want to incorporate a wiki or any new Web 2.0 software into their strategies for delivering resources to users.
Challenges include promotion and marketing of the wiki, integration, customization, and adoption of the platform by all parties and training for the editors of the content. While using a wiki for electronic outreach is within every library's grasp, this article touches on just a few minor ways in which a wiki can benefit the users of a library.
Installing and enabling use of the wiki is the easy part; innovation with new online publishing tools is the next step. In short, MediaWiki has become a very valuable tool for all divisions of the FSU Libraries as well as to the FSU academic community in a very short time.
